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Survival Phrases - Thai (Part 1)
Lessons 1-30

Stop! Before you go on...Learn more Thai at ThaiPod101.com!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at www.ThaiPod101.com/survival1   now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Thai and ThaiPod101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Thai become members of ThaiPod101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special ThaiPod101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Thai Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

Dear Valued Customer,

Start speaking Thai in minutes, and grasp the language, culture and customs in just minutes
more with Survival Phrases - Thai, a completely new way to master the basics of Thai!
urvival Phrases - Thai will have you speaking with proper pronunciation from the very first
lesson and arm you with cultural insight and other information to utterly shock and amaze your
friends travel companions and people you meet along the way.

In Survival Phrases - Thai you will master Thai and protocol for the following situations:

Part 1 (Lessons 1-30)

★ Basic Greetings, etiquette and manners

★ Basic survival communication for every situation

★ Ordering the food you want at restaurants

★ Table manners that will impress!

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.thaipod101.com/survival1
http://www.thaipod101.com/survival1
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★ Basic Counting

★ Internet Cafe, not as easy as you think!

★ Finding your way in the local market and SHOPPING

★ Money exchange and tips on money usage

★ Taking the subway, long distance trains, and buses with confidence

Be sure to read the lesson notes for additional tips and information that will make learning basic
Thai and Thai culture even easier.

Best regards,

Survival Phrases - Thai

P.S. Don't miss your opportunity to get something for nothing!

Go to ThaiPod101.com/survival1 and sign up for your

FREE lifetime account and learn even more Thai

P.P.S. Continue on with Survival Phrases - Thai (Part 2) Lessons 31-60 also available for
purchase.

In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:

★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of

★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!

★ Learning Thai using Thai, and making lots of friends in the process

★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path

★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home

★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!

★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!

★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly

★ Getting the right medicine

★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood

★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts

★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.thaipod101.com/survival1
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Lesson 1: Thank You!
ขอบคุณค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

Wherever your destination maybe, manners are a must! And in this respect, Thailand is no
different. So in our very first lesson, we'll be taking a look at a phrase there is no excuse not bring
with you to Thailand. Again, I'll stress this over and over, a little a bit of the language can go such
a long way!

In Thai Thank you is “Khorb Khun” .  “Khorb” “Khun”. Now let's hear it once again “Khorb Khun”.
What so unique about Thai is we have words to add at the end of the phrase to make it polite,
formal or even make it friendlier. To make it more polite and formal, we add one word at the end
of the phrase. For women, we add “Ka” . And for men, we add “Krup” . That means that when a
woman says "thank you", she says “Khorb Khun Ka” . And a man would say “Khorb Khun Krup” .
Sometime you may hear people say it slightly different as “Khorb Khun Na Ka”  or “Khorb Khun
Na Krup” . The word “Na” usually used to express pleasant or begging but in this phrase, Thai
people add this word to make the phrase sound smoother. You can use Khorb Khun Na Ka or
Khob Khun Na Krup everywhere and any time and to anybody. It is the most common form of
saying Thank you in Thai. You can use it when people open the door for you, at the store or even
when someone gives you a compliment.

However, there’s more interesting ways of saying Thank you in Thai. If you want to say "Thank
you very much", just add one word and you are good to go. In Thai, "Thank you very much" is
“Khorb Khun Mark”  The meaning of "Mark" is equivalent to "very" in English. We add "Mark" at
the end of the phrase, along with “Na” to make it sounds smoother. Which mean to say "Thank
you very much" for women is “Khorb Khun "Mark" Na Ka”  and for men, “Khorb Khun "Mark" Na
Krup”.

How about saying "thanks" to a friend?  Just a little change in the word then the meaning is
different. When you want to say "thanks" to your friends, you may say “Khorb Chai” . You may
say this to someone younger than you or someone with socially lower status than you such as
your younger sister. “Khorb Chai” indicates that you are very close to the person. However, we
don’t add the words “Ka”, “Krab” or “Na” to make it more polite but add the word “Cha” instead.
This means, for both men and women, we say “Khorb Chai Cha” .

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ขอบคุณค่ะ Khorb Khun Na Ka Thank you (said by a

woman).
ขอบคุณครับ Khorb Khun Na Krup. Thank you (said by a man).
ขอบคุณมากค่ะ Khorb Khun Mark Na Ka. Thank you very much

(woman).
ขอบคุณมากครับ Khorb Khun Mark Na Krup Thank you very much (man).
ขอบใจจ่ะ Khorb Chai Cha Thanks!

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 2: You're Welcome!
ด้วยความยินดี

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson we continue on with basic etiquette. Thai peoples have a reputation for their
exceptional hospitality and being generous. Therefore phrases of gratitude and those related are
used at an extremely high frequency.

In Thai, “You’re welcome” is “Duay Kwam Yin Dee”. Remember that we always add “Ka” for
women and “Krup” for men to make the phrase more polite. That means “Duay Kwam Yin Dee
Ka” is for women. And for men, it is “Duay Kwam Yin Dee Krup” This is a very formal and polite
way of saying “You’re welcome”.

There is another equivalent phrase you will hear Thai people say when you say thank you
to them. For women, it’s “Mai Pen Rai Ka” and for men “Mai Pen Rai Krup” This phrase is
equivalent to “It’s ok” in English. So it is less formal than the “Duay Kwam Yin Dee”.   The different
between “Duay Kwam Yin Dee” and “Mai Pen Rai” is the level of thankful task you provided. you
do something because it was your duty, or with honor, you respond the thanks with “Duay Kwam
Yin Dee”. When you do something out of generosity, you may say “Mai Pen Rai”. Remember to
add “Ka” or “Krup” at the end of the phrase to make it more polite.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ด้วยความยินดีค่ะ/ด้วยความยินด
ีครับ

Duay Kwam Yin Dee Ka/Krup You’re welcome (women/
men)

ไม่เป็นไรค่ะ/ไม่เป็นไรครับ Mai Pen Rai Ka/Krup It's ok (women/men)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 3: Please
ขออันนี้ครับ

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson, we’ll take a look at “Please.”, as in asking for something.

To politely ask for something in Thai is “Kor An Nee”. As we always add “Ka” and “Krup” at the
end of the phrase to make it more polite, women say “Kor An Nee Ka” while men say “Kor An
Nee Krup”. This phrase means “I’d like to have this item”. You may use this phrase when you
asking for something from someone while pointing at the item you want.

We can say “I’d like to have that item” simply by replace the word “An Nee” with “An Nan”. Which
mean for women, you may say “Kor An Nan Ka”. For men, you may say “Kor An Nan Krup”. The
use of these two phrases is similar to the use of the English equivalent phrase.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ขออันนี้ค่ะ/ขออันนี้ครับ Kor An Nee Ka/Krup I'd like to have this item.

(female/male)
ขออันนั้นค่ะ/ขออันนั้นครับ Kor An Nan Ka/Krup I'd like to have that item.

(female/male)

QUICK TIP

Another phrase to remember is “Ao An Nai Ka?” or “Ao An Nai Krup”?, which mean “Which one
do you want?” There’s a good chance you will hear Thai people ask you. You may respond back
with the phrases we learn from this lesson.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 4: Basic Greetings
สวัสดี

LESSON NOTES

Today we'll cover basic greetings for the appropriate time of the day.

Thai has an appropriate greeting that can be used at anytime and to anybody. For women, it is
“Sa-Wat Di Ka” and for men is “Sa-Wat Di Krup”. The word “Sa-Wat Di” means “goodness” in
which Thai people use in a meaning to wish the person a goodness. You can use this at anytime
of the day and to anybody. You may use this as a basic greeting, when you answer the phone, or
even when you say goodbye.

Like many other languages, Thai people tend to shorten words and phrases from time to time.
You may hear Thai people say “Wat-Di” instead of “Sa-Wat Di”. This shorter phrase tends to be
used as an informal form of greeting. But it is very common for Thai people to say this as well.
You may choose to add “Ka” or “Krup” to make it more polite but remain casual.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
สวัสดี Sa-Wat Di Hello
สวัสดีค่ะ Sa-Wat Di Ka Hello (for women)
สวัสดีครับ Sa-Wat Di Krup Hello (for men)
หวัดดี Wat-Di Hello (casual)

QUICK TIP

When Thai people say hello, they usually “Wai” the person. “Wai” is the traditional way to show
respect along with the greeting by putting together both palms at your chest level and bow your
head. Thai people also “Wai” as a way to say sorry, thank you, goodbye, pray for Buddha and as
a way to beg for something. However, there are cultural rules in there. You must “Wai” the older
person first, which mean you must wait for the younger to “Wai” you first. And after the younger
“Wai”, you may “Wai” them back without bowing your head.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 5: Parting Greetings
สวัสดี

LESSON NOTES

Today we'll introduce parting greetings. A word or phrase that you can use to an occasion
when you are done with the business with someone and wanted to leave. There are quite a few
phrases that you can use so let’s get start.

In Thai, the word for “Hello” and “Goodbye” is the same word which is “Sa-Wat Dee Ka” for
women and “Sa-Wat Dee Krup” for men. It is very common for Thai people to say “Sa-Wat Dee”
when they finish their business or conversation and wanted to leave. However, this word is a
formal form which you can use at any time of the day but if you want to be less formal with your
friend, you may use the English word “Bye Bye” instead. It is also very common for Thai people
to use the English word with their friends or family.

There is another phrase that you can use in conjunction with “Sa-Wat Dee” in order to say
goodbye. You may say “I’m going now. Goodbye” which in Thai is “Pai Korn Na Ka. Sa-Wat Dee
Ka” for women while men say “Pai Korn Na Krup. Sa-Wat Dee Krup”. The first word “Pai” means
“Go”, followed by “Korn” which means “Before”. The next word “Na” couldn’t really be translated
but added to make the phrase smoother. The word “Sa-Wat Dee” literally means “Peace” or
“Good luck” but also means “Goodbye”. Ka or Krup is added to make the phrase more polite.
Now we have “Go” “Before” and “Goodbye”. This phrase literally means “I’m leaving before you
so goodbye. However, as Thai custom, this phrase is a common phrase to say that you are
about to leave. “Therefore, “Pai Korn Na Ka. Sa-Wat Dee Ka” and “Pai Korn Na Krup. Sa-Wat
Dee Krup” is equivalent to the English phrase “I’m going now. Goodbye”.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
สวัสดี Sa-Wat Dee Hello/Goodbye
ไปก่อนนะคะ สวัสดีค่ะ Pai Korn Na Ka. Sa-Wat Dee

Ka
I'm going now. Goodbye.
(female)

ไปก่อนนะคะ สวัสดีครับ Pai Korn Na Krup. Sa-Wat
Dee Krup

I'm going now. Goodbye.
(male)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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QUICK TIP

The word “goodbye” in Thai is actually “La Korn”. However, Thai people do not use this word
anymore as it represents sadness of a departure that the persons might not get to see each
other again. Therefore Thai people tend to use the English word “Bye Bye” in which represent
more cheerful and hopeful expression.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 6: Where's The Bathroom?
ห้องน้ำอยู่ไหนครับ

LESSON NOTES

In today’s lesson, we will cover one important phrase which is “Where is the bathroom?”

In Thai, to ask “Where is the bathroom?” is “Hong Nharm Yu Nai?”. As always, we add “Ka” for
women and “Krup” for men to make it sounds more polite. Therefore, it is “Hong Nharm Yu Nai
Ka?” for women and “Hong Nharm Yu Nai Krup?” for men.

Thai people use the word “Hong Nharm” for bathroom, toilet, restroom and sometime shower
room. When you use “Where is the bathroom?”, it is generally means you are looking for a toilet.
It is a word that is commonly used.

Finding the way to the restroom is much harder than looking for the right one. Almost at every
bathroom in Thailand does have a sign indicating which one is for male and which one is for
female. You will find either English words saying “male” or “female” or an image of a man or a
woman posted in front of the restroom door.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ห้องน้ำอยู่ไหนคะ/ห้องน้ำอยู่ไหน
ครับ

Hong Nharm Yu Nai Ka/Krup Where is the bathroom?

QUICK TIP

If you are not sure you will understand when Thai people tell you the direction to the restroom in
Thai, it is a better idea to ask them in English. Because if you ask them in Thai, they will expect
you to understand them. Many Thai can speak very good English, especially people in Bangkok.
In some case, especially finding the restroom, we need a quick easy to understand direction.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 7: Can You Speak English?
พูดภาษาอังกฤษได้ไหม

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll cover another extremely important phrase, "Can you speak English?"
Using this phrase as opposed to speaking English at someone is important for many reasons.
For one if the party you’re speaking to doesn’t understand English, at least they’ll be able to
understand what you’re asking. Furthermore, it shows a lot respect to show that you took the
effort to learn even a little bit of the language, and for these reasons and many more, we’re going
to cover this phrase.

In Thai, “Do you speak English? Is “Poot Pa-Sa Ang-Krit Dai Mai?”. As usual, don’t for get to add
“Ka” and “Krup” to make it more polite. So for women, it’s “Poot Pa-Sa Ang-Krit Dai Mai Ka” and
for men, it’s “Poot Pa-Sa Ang-Krit Dai Mai Krup?”

The first word “Poot” means “Speak” or “Talk”. The next word is “Pa-Sa” means “Language”. The
third word is “Ang-Krit” which means “English”. The next word is “Dai” means “Can” and the last
one is “Mai” which indicate that this phrase is a question. In Thai, it is very common to leave the
word for “You”. Therefore, “Poot Pa-Sa Ang-Krit Dai Mai” is equivalent to a question “Can you
speak English?”

Another language that Thai people may speak beside Thai and English is Chinese. The word for
Chinese is “Cheen”. Therefore, if you want to ask “Can you speak Chinese?”, you may say “Poot
Pa-Sa Cheen Dai Mai Ka” or “Poot Pa-Sa Cheen Dai Mai Krup?”.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
พูดภาษาอังกฤษได้ไหม Poot Pa-Sa Ang-Krit Dai Mai Can you speak English?
พูดภาษาจีนได้ไหม Poot Pa-Sa Cheen Dai Mai Can you speak Chinese?

QUICK TIP

Most of Thai people can speak English at least at some level. You will find Thai people
understand when you speak English but cannot respond back in Thai as they tend to be afraid of
saying things wrong.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 8: I don't Understand
ดิฉันไม่เข้าใจค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

The  phrase “I don’t understand” is going to be a very useful phrase because most of the time,
maybe even almost 100% of the time, you won’t understand.

Before we learn how to say “I don’t understand”, let’s look at Thai grammar first. Unlike English
where everybody use “I” to represent self, Thai has many form of “I” depends on the gender and
social status. The first one is the formal form of “I”. For women, we use “Di Chan” and for men,
we use “Phom”. The next one is “Chan”. This word sounds very similar to the word “Di Chan” but
the tone is higher. This word is casual and can be used by both women and men although we
heard women say of more often while men often use just “Phom” in any circumstance.

The formal form of saying “I don’t understand is “Di Chan Mai Khao Chai Ka” for women. For
men, we say “Phom Mai Khao Chai Krup”. As mentioned earlier, “Di Chan” and “Phom” mean “I”,
followed by “Mai” means “No” or “Not”. The next word is “Khao Chai” which means “Understand”.
And as usual, “Ka” and “Krup” is added to make it sounds more polite. As this is a formal form,
you may say this when you speak to someone you don’t know very well, someone who has
higher social status than you or someone you respect.

The casual way to say “I don’t understand” is simply replace “Di Chan” or “Phom” by “Chan”
which means “I” but informal. Therefore, we say “Chan Mai Khao Chai”. As this is a casual form,
we don’t need to add “Ka” or “Krup” to make it sounds polite although some people add them
anyway. You may use this phrase when you speak to your friends or when you are speaking to
someone who has lower or equal social status to you. Remember, both women and men can use
this phrase although women tend to use more often while men stick with “Phom Mai Khao Chai”.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ดิฉันไม่เข้าใจค่ะ Di Chan Mai Khao Chai Ka I don't understand. (female)
ผมไม่เข้าใจครับ Phom Mai Khao Chai Krup I don't understand. (male)
ฉันไม่เข้าใจ Chan Mai Khao Chai I don't understand. (casual,

female)
ผมไม่เข้าใจ Phom Mai Khao Chai I don't understand. (casual,

male)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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QUICK TIP

There are many words to represent “I” in Thai. Most of the time, it depends on the gender, age,
social status and relationship between persons. For business use, “Di Chan” and “Phom” are the
most suitable. This includes between supervisor-assistant, colleagues or business partners. The
less formal form is “Chan” and “Phom” in which could be used in business between those you
are close to. “Chan” is mostly used between friends. Each region has different tone for “Chan”.
Bear in mind that it is the same word though the tones are different.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 9: Say It Again, Please
พูดอีกทีได้ไหมคะ/พูดอีกทีได้ไหมครับ

LESSON NOTES

Thai people tend to shorten words and speak at a speedy speed. It is very likely that you will
not understand them. In instances like this, asking the speaker to say it again can prove the
difference between understanding a crucial piece of information and spending the rest of the day
trying to figure out just what was said. So that you can get a feel for the language and tune your
ear, you should use the following phrase over and over.

In Thai, to ask the person to say it “Once again please” is “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai”. As always,
we add “Ka” for women and “Krup” for men at the end of the phrase to make it more polite. That
means for women, we say “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Ka”. And for men, it is “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai
Krup”

The first word is “Poot” means “Speak or “Talk”. The next work “Eek Tee” means “One more
time”, followed by “Dai” which mean “Can” and “Mai” indicates that this phrase is a question. As
usual, the phrase should follow by the “Ka” or “Krup” which make the phrase sounds more polite.
Therefore, “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Ka” and “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Krup” is equivalent to “Can
you speak one more time please?”

At times, even repetition of what is said isn't enough to understand the speaker, as the words are
still too fast. For an instance like this, you may use the phrase "Slowly please”. In Thai, "Slowly
please” is “Cha Cha Na”. “Cha Cha” means “Slow” while “Na” in this phrase indicates that this is
a request. Therefore, to say “Slowly please” for women is “Cha Cha Na Ka”. And for men, “Cha
Cha Na Krup”.

These phrases can be used together: “Once again please.” "Slowly please.”. For women, it’s
“Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Ka. Cha Cha Na Ka”. And for men, “Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Krup. Cha Cha
Na Krup”

Another option is to combine those two phrases together. You may say “Poot Cha Chan Eek Tee
Dai Mai?. As usual, it is “Poot Cha Cha Eek Tee Dai Mai Ka?” for women and “Poot Cha Chan
Eek Tee Dai Mai Krup?” is for men. This phrase literally means “Can you speak one more time
slowly please?”

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
พูดอีกทีได้ไหมคะ/พูดอีกทีได้ไหม
ครับ

Poot Eek Tee Dai Mai Ka/
Krup

Can you say it one more
time? (female/male)

ช้าๆนะคะ/ช้าๆนะครับ Cha Cha Na Ka/Krup Slowly please. (female/male)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 10: Apologies
ขอโทษนะคะ

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll cover phrases used for apologizing. Now, as you haven't quite mastered
Thai, it's probably very prudent to go over the phrases for apologizing as they just might come in
handy.

We'll start with the word "Sorry", which is "Kor thoot . Let's break it down by syllable. Kor thoot .
The word kor means "ask for" followed by thoot which means "punishment". However, by adding
these words together doesn't make it means "asking for punishment" but rather "asking for
forgiveness". Now, do you remember the word we add to make it more polite? And the word we
add to make it sound smoother? Let's add those words in to the phrase. Now, to say "I'm sorry"
in Thai, for women, we say "Kor thoot na ka" . For men, we say "Kor thoot na krup".

This phrase is a common phrase to say "Excuse me" and "I'm sorry". You may use this phrase
when you need to get an attention from someone. You can use this phrase when you hurt
someone or even when you need a moment for yourself.

Now, what if someone says this to you? In the case that someone uses this expression towards
you, the proper response depends on the situation. If the person uses this phrase as apologize,
the best phrase to respond is "Mai pen rai". Let's break it down by syllable. "Mai" "Pen" "Rai" .
Remember to say it with politeness. Therefore, for women, we say "Mai pen rai ka"  and for men,
we say "Mai pen rai krup" .

How about a response? "Excuse me?" Usually Thai people respond as a "Yes". For women,
there are two ways to say it. The first one is "ka" and the second one is "ka". Don't get confused
by the tone. The first one, the tone is going down and the second one the tone is going up. We
use "ka", the first tone, as an expression for an agreement. If someone says "Excuse me" as they
need a moment of their own, you should say "ka" as you agree. The second one, "ka" is used to
respond when someone is trying to get an attention from you. You say "ka" as a question. Now,
with the same situation, for men, you can just say "krup" to respond both. Lucky you guys!

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ขอโทษนะคะ/ขอโทษนะครับ Kor thoot na krup? I'm sorry. (female/male)
ไม่เป็นไรค่ะ/ไม่เป็นไรครับ Mai pen rai ka?/Mai pen rai

krup?
(Response to the above.
Female/male)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 11: Business Greetings
สวัสดีค่ะ กี่ท่านคะ

LESSON NOTES

There is a wide variety of Thai food, and your job as a visitor is to eat as much of as many things
as possible! However, before you start eating, you have to get the table! So in today’s lesson
we'll cover getting to the table in restaurant. As for ordering...well, you'll just have to hang on until
next week.

When entering a restaurant in Thailand, you will be greeted with “Sa-Wat Di Ka” “Ki Tan Ka?” Of
course, the first phrase “Sa-Wai Di Ka” is “Hello” for female. And the second phrase, “Ki Tan Ka”
means “How many people?”

Since you already know the first phrase, I’m going to break the second phrase down for you.
“Ki” “Tan” “Ka”.  The first word, “Ki” means “How many” followed by “Tan” which means “Person”
in a formal way. Of course, “Ka” is added to make it more polite. If you notice, I introduce you
the phrases for women because most of the time, women will be the one greeting you at the
restaurant. So “Sa-Wat Di Ka” “Ki Tan Ka?” means “Hello, how many people, sir?”

In some restaurant, you might hear people say “Please take a seat” instead of asking you how
many people. To say, “Please take a seat” in Thai is “Choen Nang Ka ” or “Choen Nang Krup” .
The word “Choen” means “Please” as an invitation, followed by “Nang” means “Sit”. Adding
together with “Ka” or “Krup”, this phrase means “Please take a seat”.

So how to react to these phrase? Well, if the person says “Choen Nang Ka” or “Choen Nang
Krup”, you may go take a seat at any available. But if the person asks you “Ki Tan Ka?”, the
answer is simple. Just say the number then end with “Ka” or “Krup”.

I’m going to tell you how to count from one to five. Ready? Let’s go. “Nhueng” “Song” “Sam” “Si”
“Ha”. “Nhueng” is “One”, “Song” is “Two”, “Sam” is “Three”, “Si” is “Four” and “Ha” is “Five”. So if
you would like a table for two, you may say “Song Ka” or “Song Krup”. If you like a table for four,
you say “Si Ka” or “Si Krup”. Got it?

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
สวัสดีค่ะ กี่ท่านคะ Sa-Wat Di Ka. Ki Tan Ka? Hello/welcome. How many

people?
เชิญนั่งค่ะ/เชิญนั่งครับ Choen Nang Ka/Krup Take a seat. (female/male)
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VOCABULARY

Thai Romanization English
หนึ่ง Nhueng one
สอง Song two
สาม Sam three
สี่ Si four
ห้า Ha five
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Lesson 12: Non Smoking? Smoking?
ไม่สูบบุหรี่นะคะ

LESSON NOTES

Today we'll cover getting a table in the section of the restaurant you want. In Thailand, smoking
in restaurants is, although illegal, still accepted. However, there are occasions when you want
to request for a non-smoking seat. Or, perhaps you would like a smoking seat. Either way let's
cover that first.

Now remember when you enter a restaurant you'll hear “Sa-Wat Di Ka” “Ki Tan Ka?” After you
respond with the number of the party, you may say one of the following phrases.

To request for “Non-smoking” seat, you say “Mai Suup Bu Ri” . Let’s break it down by syllable.
“Mai” “Suup” “Bu Ri” . Remember, for women is “Mai Suup Bu Ri Na Ka”  and for men “Mai Suup
Bu Ri Na Krup” . The first word “Mai” means “No” or “Not, followed by “Suup” means “Smoke”.
The last word “Bu Ri” means “Cigarette”. Adding “Na Ka” and “Na Krup” as a polite way of
asking, all together means “No smoking cigarette, please”.

Now, if you prefer “Smoking”, simply remove the word “Mai” and you are good to go. That’s
mean, when asking for “Smoking” seat in the restaurant, women say “Suup Bu Ri Na Ka”  and
men say “Suup Bu Ri Na Krup” . Got it?

Now, second-hand smoke may not be the only obstacle on your path towards the perfect meal,
as you may not like the location of the table selected for you.  Perhaps you want a table by
the window, or one not next to the kitchen door! In Thai, “May we sit there, please?” is “Kor
Nang Trong Nan Dai Mai?” . “Kor” “Nang” “Thong Nan” “Dai Mai” . The first word, “Kor” means
“Asking for”, followed by “Nang” means “Sit”. The third word “Trong Nan” means “There” and “Dai
Mai” means “Can”. Together, this phrase is equivalent to “May I or May we sit there, please?”.
Don’t forget that for women, we say “Kor Nang Trong Nan Dai Mai Ka”  and men say “Kor Nang
Trong Nan Dai Mai Krup?” . You may use the same format to say “May we sit here, please?” by
replacing “Trong Nan” by “Trong Ni” which means “Here”. Therefore, “May we sit here, please” in
Thai is “Kor Nang Trong Ni Dai Mai Ka?”  and “Kor Nang Trong Ni Dai Mai Krup?”

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ไม่สูบบุหรี่นะคะ Mai Suup Bu Ri Na Ka Non smoking seat, please.

(female)
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Thai Romanization English
ไม่สูบบุหรี่นะครับ Mai Suup Bu Ri Na Krup Non smoking seat, please.

(male)
สูบบุหรี่นะคะ/สูบบุหรี่นะครับ Suup Bu Ri Na Ka/Krup Smoking seat please.

(female/male)
ขอนั่งตรงนั้นได้ไหม Kor Nang Throng Nan Dai

Mai
May we sit there?

ขอนั่งตรงนี้ได้ไหม Kor Nang Throng Ni Dai Mai May we sit here?
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Lesson 13: At The Table
มีจานไหนแนะนำไหมคะ

LESSON NOTES

Today we'll cover getting by at the table. After you found your seat at the restaurant, now it’s time
to get a hold of the staff.

To get attention from the wait staffs, simply say “Kor Thoat Na Ka” for women and “Kor Thoat Na
Krup” for men. This phrase is equivalent to “Excuse me” in English. We’ve learn this phrase in
the previous lesson about how to apologize. It is very common to use this phrase to get attention
from the wait staffs in any kind of the restaurant in Thailand.

Once at the waiter or waitress comes to your table, you may order your food by pointing at the
item you’d like to have on the menu and say “Ao An Ni Ka” for women, while men say “Ao An Ni
Krup”. The first word, “Ao” means “Would like” following by “An Ni” which means “This one” and
“Ka” or “Krup is added to make it more polite. Therefore, “Ao An Ni Ka” and “An An Ni Krup” is
equivalent to “I’d like to have this one, please”.

You may ask for the recommendation from the wait staff by saying “Me Chan Nai Nae Num
Mai?” Remember to add “Ka” and “Krup” to make it more polite. Therefore, women say “Me
Chan Nai Nae Num Mai Ka?”while men say “Me Chan Nai Nae Num Mai Krup?”. The first word
“Me” means “Have”, followed by “Chan” means “Dish”. The third word “Nai” means “Any” or
“Where” while “Nae Num” means “Recommend”. The last word “Mai” indicates that this phrase
is a question. Therefore, this phrase is equivalent to the English phrase “Do you have any
recommended dish?” Keep in mind that it is very common in Thailand language to leave the word
for “I” in the phrase.

In my opinion, it is wise to go for the recommended dishes and you will find more interesting of
Thai dishes than you may found in the Thai restaurant in your own town. However, there is one
more phase that you will find it useful. As Thai dishes are mostly spicy and hot, you may prefer
non-spicy for the sake of your sensitive stomach. For women, say “Mai Pet Na Ka” while men say
“Mai Pet Na Krup”. This phrase means “No spicy, please”.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
เอาอันนี้ค่ะ/เอาอันนี้ครับ Ao An Ni Ka/Krup I'd like to have this, please.

(feminine/masculine)
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Thai Romanization English
มีจานไหนแนะนำไหมคะ Me Chan Nai Nae Num Mai

Ka?
Do you have any
recommended dish? (for
women)

มีจานไหนแนะนำไหมครับ Me Chan Nai Nae Num Mai
Krup?

Do you have any
recommended dish? (for
men)

ไม่เผ็ดนะคะ/ไม่เผ็ดนะครับ Mai Pet Na Ka/Krup Not spicy, please. (women/
men)

QUICK TIP

Thai food has a reputation for being spicy. Many people find it delicious but some say it is too
spicy. It is wise to always ask if it is a spicy dish and if you don’t like spicy food, make sure you
mention when you order the food.

QUICK TIP 2

The portions in Thailand are not as large as American. So Americans shouldn't be afraid to try on
many dishes in the restaurant.
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Lesson 14: Table Etiquette
เชิญค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

Table manner are a must wherever you go! In this lesson we'll cover some basic table etiquette
when sitting down for a meal in Thailand.

When it comes to a meal, Thai people have not much of a formality for a say. While the
table etiquette is somewhat crucial in Thai culture, saying something before meal is not at all
important. However, there is a chance that you will hear people say some few words before
starting the meal. One of these is “Choen”  which means “Please” as an “Invitation”. As usual, we
add “Ka” and “Krup” to make it more polite. Therefore, women may say “Choen Ka”  while men
say “Choen Krup” . You may use this phrase as an invitation to start having meal, taking a seat or
coming into the house.

Another phrase that you may hear during the meal is a question of weather or not you like the
meal. To ask if the meal is good or not in Thai is “Ah-Roi Mai?” Don’t forget to sounds polite
by adding “Ka” or Krup” at the end of the phrase. Therefore, women say “Ah-Roi Mai Ka?” 
while men say “Ah-Roi Mai Krup?” . Let’s break it down by syllabus. “Ah-Roi” “Mai” “Ka” . “Ah-
Roi” “Mai” “Krup” . The first word “Ah-Roi” means “Delicious” followed by “Mai” indicates the
questions. “Ka” and “Krup” makes the phrase more polite and formal. Together, this phrase
equivalent to the English phrase “Is it delicious?”

To respond this, you may say “Ah-Roi Ka”  or “Ah-Roi Krup”  in the meaning of “Yes, it is
delicious”. Now you may wonder, what if it is not delicious? Well, it is important to remember that
even though your meal is not delicious, you might not want to say it out loud. Thai people have
a way to deal with this awkward situation. If your meal is not so good and someone asks what
you think, you may politely say “Ah-Roi Ka” or “Ah-Roi Krup” in the first place. I know what you
think. Now you wonder, are you asking me to tell lie? Well, not really. Because while you say it
is delicious, your face will tell that it is not quite a truth. And that’s a better way of saying “No, it is
not delicious” than saying it out loud! And believe me, Thai people would get that. And trust me,
there is a huge chance that you will be asked by Thai people if you like what you are eating!

There are a few things you might like to remember. Thai uses both fork and spoon at almost
every meal and spoon is not limited for soup. Actually, spoon is major tableware for your meal.
You use spoon for rice, soup, appetizer, main course and everything else. Your fork is only
an accompany tableware which helps you get your food into your spoon. Using fork as major
tableware is considered not very polite in Thailand.
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Another thing to remember. Don’t scoop a lot of food into your plate. Take only some food at a
time. When you finish what you have on your plate, you may take some more. If you take a lot of
food into your plate all at once, well, you might appear to be greedy in Thai culture. And that’s not
very nice.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
เชิญค่ะ Choen Ka please (for women)
เชิญครับ Choen Krup Please (for men)
อร่อยไหมคะ Ah-Roi Mai Ka Is it delicious? (for women)
อร่อมไหมครับ Ah-Roi Mai Krup Is it delicious? (for men)
อร่อยค่ะ Ah-Roi Ka Yes, it is delicious. (for

women)
อร่อยครับ Ah-Roi Krup Yes, it is delicious. (for

women)

QUICK TIP

This lesson is very straightforward, as we're going to cover counting zero through ten. Let's jump
right in.

“Nhueng”  “One”

“Song”  “Two”

“Sam”  “Three”

“Si”  “Four”

“Ha”  “Five”

“Hok”  “Six” “Chet”  “Seven” “Paet”  “Eight”

“Khao”  “Nine” “Sib”  “Ten”

Counting in Thai is not complicated as Thai has no singular or plural form. However, we use
a pronoun in representing an object when counting, instead of a noun. To make it easier to
understand, let’s look at an example.

The word for car is “Rot”. However, to say “One Car” in Thai is “Nhueng Khan”. The first word
“Nhueng” which means “One”, followed by “Khan”, which is a pronoun for car. Therefore, this
phrase means “One Car”.

In some case, noun and pronoun is the same word. For example, both noun and pronoun for
“Person” is “Khon” (PS). To say “One person” in Thai is “Nhueng Khon”.

Thai has particular pronouns for each of every object. And because of this, I’m going to teach you
a few more words that you will find it very useful.
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To say “Two items” is “Nhueng An”. The word “An” is a pronoun of an “Item”. You may use this
when you buy some souvenir from a store.

Another useful pronoun is “dish”. To say “Three dishes” is “Sam Charn”. Of course, this phrase is
very useful when you order food at the restaurant.
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Lesson 15: Getting the Check
เช็คบิลด้วยค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

This lesson is very straightforward, as we're going to cover counting zero through ten. Let's jump
right in.

“Nhueng”  “One”

“Song”  “Two”

“Sam”  “Three”

“Si”  “Four”

“Ha”  “Five”

“Hok”  “Six” “Chet”  “Seven” “Paet”  “Eight”

“Khao”  “Nine” “Sib”  “Ten”

Counting in Thai is not complicated as Thai has no singular or plural form. However, we use
a pronoun in representing an object when counting, instead of a noun. To make it easier to
understand, let’s look at an example.

The word for car is “Rot”. However, to say “One Car” in Thai is “Nhueng Khan”. The first word
“Nhueng” which means “One”, followed by “Khan”, which is a pronoun for car. Therefore, this
phrase means “One Car”.

In some case, noun and pronoun is the same word. For example, both noun and pronoun for
“Person” is “Khon” (PS). To say “One person” in Thai is “Nhueng Khon”.

Thai has particular pronouns for each of every object. And because of this, I’m going to teach you
a few more words that you will find it very useful.

To say “Two items” is “Nhueng An”. The word “An” is a pronoun of an “Item”. You may use this
when you buy some souvenir from a store.

Another useful pronoun is “dish”. To say “Three dishes” is “Sam Charn”. Of course, this phrase is
very useful when you order food at the restaurant.
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PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ขอโทษนะคะ Kor Thoat Na Ka Excuse me (for women)
ขอโทษนะครับ Kor Thoat Na Krup Excuse me (for men)
เช็คบิลด้วยค่ะ Check Bin Duay Ka Check for my bill, please (for

women)
เช็คบิลด้วยครับ Check Bin Duay Krup Check for my bill, please (for

men)
อร่อยมากค่ะ Ah-Roi Mark Ka Very delicious (for women)
อร่อยมากครับ Ah-Roi Mark Krup Very delicious (for men)
ใช้บัตรเครดิตได้ไหมคะ Chai But Credit Dai Mai Ka? Can I use a credit card? (for

women)
ใช้บัตรเครดิตได้ไหมครับ Chai But Credit Dai Mai Krup? Can I use a credit card? (for

men)

QUICK TIP

Using a wrong pronoun could give Thai people a big question mark. It is a difficult thing about
Thai language that even Thai people got the pronoun wrong many times. Don’t be afraid to
use the word “An” as a pronoun for things you don’t know the right pronoun. Thai people would
correct you after they found out what you are trying to count. This is a good way to learn a new
pronoun.
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Lesson 16: Counting

LESSON NOTES

If you are in a hotel restaurant or some fancy restaurant, it is safe to use a credit card. But if
you are in some small restaurant down the street, you might want to think about it again before
handing your credit card to the wait staff. Like many other countries, fraud can be at anywhere so
be very careful.

VOCABULARY

Thai Romanization English
หนึ่ง Nhueng one
สอง Song two
สาม Sam three
สี่ Si four
ห้า Ha five
หก Hok six
เจ็ด Chet seven
แปด Paet eight
เก้า Khao nine
สิบ Sip ten

QUICK TIP

Using a wrong pronoun could give Thai people a big question mark. It is a difficult thing about
Thai language that even Thai people got the pronoun wrong many times. Don’t be afraid to
use the word “An” as a pronoun for things you don’t know the right pronoun. Thai people would
correct you after they found out what you are trying to count. This is a good way to learn a new
pronoun.
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Lesson 17: Counting to 100

LESSON NOTES

Today we're going to continue on with counting as we cover 11-100.

Let's just quickly review 1-10.

One                 “Nhueng”

Two                 “Song”

Three                 “Sam”

Four                 “Si”

Five                 “Ha”

Six                 “Hok”

Seven             “Chet”

Eight                 “Paet”

Nine                 “Khao”

Ten                “Sib”

Counting from one to ten helps you learn the number already. But adding them up together for a
greater number required some rules.

First rule is about the number one. When it comes at the last digit, the number one or “Nhueng”
changes its name to “Ed”.

Second rule is about the number 2. From 20 to 29, the number two is not “Song” but “Yi”.

Let’s start with numbers 11 - 19. The common form is the number 10 followed by the number. For
example, 11 is “Sip Ed”. It is the number 10 which is “Sip” followed by the number one but as the
first rule, the number one change its name from “Nhueng” to “Ed” when it comes at the last digit.
Therefore, 11 is “Sip Ed”. Let’s count from 11 to 19.

11    Sip Ed
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12    Sip Song

13    Sip Sam

14    Sip Si

15    Sip Ha

16    Sip Hok

17    Sip Chet

18    Sip Paet

19    Sip Khao

Now let’s get to the numbers 20 – 29. Now keep in mind that the number 2 changes its name
from “Song” to “Yi” in this set of number. The common form of the number from 20-99 is the
number, followed by sip then the number again if any. For example, the number 20 is “Yi Sip” .
It is “Yi” for “Two” then followed by “Sip” or “Ten” but since there is no any number following, we
don’t add any more word. Therefore, 20 is “Yi Sip”.

How about 21? It is “Yi Sip Ed”. It is the number 2, which is “Yi”, followed by “Ten” which is “Sip”
then the number one, which is “Ed”. Therefore, 21 is “Yi Sip Ed”. Now, let’s count.

21    Yi Sip Ed

22    Yi Sip Song

23     Yi Sip Sam

24    Yi Sip Si

25     Yi Sip Ha

26    Yi Sip Hok

27     Yi Sip Chet

28    Yi Sip Paet

29    Yi Sip Khao

Now from 30 to 99 we follow the same rules we learnt earlier. Let’s count.

30 Sam Sip (WS)

40 Si Sip (WS)

50 Ha Sip (WS)

60 Hok Sip (WS)
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70 Chet Sip (WS)

80 Paet Sip (WS)

90 Khao Sip (WS)

Now let’s get to the number 100. In Thai, 100 is “Nhueng Roi”. The first word “Nhueng” is one,
followed by “Roi” which is a hundred. So “Nhueng Roi” is 100.

VOCABULARY

Thai Romanization English
สิบเอ็ด Sip Ed (WS) eleven
สิบสอง Sip Song (WS) twelve
สิบสาม Sip Sam (WS) thirteen
สิบสี่ Sip Si (WS) fourteen
สิบห้า Sip Ha (WS) fifteen
สิบหก Sip Hok (WS) sixteen
สิบเจ็ด Sip Chet (WS) seventeen
สิบแปด Sip Paet (WS) eighteen
สิบเก้า Sip Khao (WS) nineteen
ยี่สิบ Yi Sip (WS) twenty
ยี่สิบเอ็ด Yi Sip Ed (WS) twenty-one
ยี่สิบสอง Yi Sip Song (WS) twenty-two
ยี่สิบสาม Yi Sip Sam (WS) twenty-three
ยี่สิบสี่ Yi Sip Si (WS) twenty-four
ยี่สิบห้า Yi Sip Ha (WS) twenty-five
ยี่สิบหก Yi Sip Hok (WS) twenty-six
ยี่สิบเจ็ด Yi Sip Chet (WS) twenty-seven
ยี่สิบแปด Yi Sip Paet (WS) twenty-eight
ยี่สิบเก้า Yi Sip Khao (WS) twenty-nine
สามสิบ Sam Sip (WS) thirty
สี่สิบ Si Sip (WS) fourty
ห้าสิบ Ha Sip (WS) fifty
หกสิบ Hok Sip (WS) sixty
เจ็ดสิบ Chet Sip (WS) seventy
แปดสิบ Paet Sip (WS) eighty
เก้าสิบ Khao Sip (WS) ninety
หนึ่งร้อย Nhueng Roi (WS) one hundred
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Lesson 18: How Much?
เท่าไหร่คะ/ครับ

LESSON NOTES

This lesson covers a phrase for all of you shoppers out there, as we'll look at the phrase “How
much?” Depending on your shopping habits, this just may be the most useful phrase we ever
cover!

In Thai, “How much?” is “Thao Rai Ka?” for women while men say “Thao Rai Krup?”. The first
word “Thao” means “Equal” followed by “Rai” which can’t really be translated by indicates a
question. Altogether, this phrase is equivalent to the English phrase “How much?” Shopping,
at the market, at an eatery, depending on your spending habits, this may be an extremely high
frequency phrase!

The most rudimentary way of using “How much?” is pointing at something while saying “Thao
Rai Ka?” or “Thao Rai Krup?” But let’s try another phrase where you ask for a specific item.
Let's start with the expression, "How much is this?" Which in Thai is “An Ni Ra Kha Thao Rai?”
Don’t forget to be polite by adding “Ka” and “Krup”. Therefore, women say “An Ni Ra Kha Thao
Rai Ka?” while men say “An Ni Ra Kha Thao Rai Krup?”  The first word “An Ni” means “This”,
followed by “Ra Kha” which means “Price”. The followed by “Thao Rai” which we just learn that it
means “How much” and “Ka” or “Krup” is added to make this phrase more polite.  Altogether, this
phrase literally translated to “This equal how much?” or equivalent to the English phrase “How
much is this?” This is a very common form of asking for the price.

If you want to ask “How much is that?” simply replace the word “An Ni” with “An Nan”. The word
“An Nan” means “That” as we learn in the previous lesson. Therefore, to ask “How much is that?”
for women is “An Nan Ra Kha Thao Rai Ka?” and men say “An Nan Ra Kha Thao Rai Krup?”.

There is a chance you might hear Thai people say it slightly different when asking for a price.
Although “Thao Rai Ka?” is very common, people might say “Ra Kha Thao Rai Ka?” and “Ra Kha
Thao Rai Krup?” too. The meaning is pretty much the same except that we add the word “Ra
Kha” which means “Price” in the phrase.

I remember when my French friend came visit me in Bangkok years ago, I taught him to say this
phrase before he went out for a shopping. He came back in the evening and told me that those
people in the market gave him a lot of discounts just because they were so pleased to hear him
speak Thai! See? A little bit of language can go such a long way!
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PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
เท่าไหร่คะ/ครับ Thao Rai Ka/Krup? How much? (female/male)
อันนี้ราคาเท่าไหร่คะ/ครับ An Ni Ra Kha Thao Rai Ka/

Krup?
How much is this? (female/
male)

อันนั้นราคาเท่าไหร่คะ/ครับ An Nan Ra Kha Thao Rai Ka/
Krup?

How much is that? (female/
male)

QUICK TIP

One thing I always do when buying things I don’t really know the standard price is to ask other
buyers around the store. They give you an honest answer and maybe an idea of what do
they think about the price in this store. But make sure the selling is not around to hear your
conversation!

er bills and coins. For paper currency, we have bills for 1,000, 500, 100, 50 and 20. For coins, we
have 10, 5, 1, 50 satang and 25 satang. However, these are the most common bills and coins
but you may encounter some different form of bills and coins such as 2 baht coin or 10 baht bills
in which being used in the market but not very common anymore. Those are coins and bills that
have been used in the past or coins and bills that are issued on a special occasion.

Now let’s learn a little bit about the Thai bills and coins. In every bills and coins, you will see
a picture of a man in the front. He can’t be anybody but the world famous King Bhumibol
Adulyadej, the present King of Thailand who is not only the world's longest-reigning monarch
but the most beloved King of Thailand. At the back of the bills and coins, there are varieties of
images such as an image of our great Kings in the past, the royal palace and royal temples.
Some of them are a must-visit spot for tourist.

Now what is a good amount to carry? I always suggest people to carry only a few thousands for
a shopping trip. The cost of living in Thailand is not expensive considering the average cost of
one meal is about one hundred baht per person. You can get a big mac with a one hundred baht
bill. A cost for taxi is about fifty baht to two hundreds baht for a trip in Bangkok. Almost every
restaurant accept credit card. So a few thousands is more than enough. It is wise to carry small
bills such as twenty baht bill or one hundred baht bill rather than a big bill like one thousand.
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Lesson 19: Lower the Price, Please
แพงจัง

LESSON NOTES

In Thailand, the currency is Baht with denominations consisting of Satang. 100 Satangs equal 1
Baht. The foreign exchange rate is always fluctuating so now it is roughly about 35 Thai Baht to
one US dollar in which roughly about the same amount to 100 Japanese Yen.

Thai currency has both paper bills and coins. For paper currency, we have bills for 1,000, 500,
100, 50 and 20. For coins, we have 10, 5, 1, 50 satang and 25 satang. However, these are the
most common bills and coins but you may encounter some different form of bills and coins such
as 2 baht coin or 10 baht bills in which being used in the market but not very common anymore.
Those are coins and bills that have been used in the past or coins and bills that are issued on a
special occasion.

Now let’s learn a little bit about the Thai bills and coins. In every bills and coins, you will see
a picture of a man in the front. He can’t be anybody but the world famous King Bhumibol
Adulyadej, the present King of Thailand who is not only the world's longest-reigning monarch
but the most beloved King of Thailand. At the back of the bills and coins, there are varieties of
images such as an image of our great Kings in the past, the royal palace and royal temples.
Some of them are a must-visit spot for tourist.

Now what is a good amount to carry? I always suggest people to carry only a few thousands for
a shopping trip. The cost of living in Thailand is not expensive considering the average cost of
one meal is about one hundred baht per person. You can get a big mac with a one hundred baht
bill. A cost for taxi is about fifty baht to two hundreds baht for a trip in Bangkok. Almost every
restaurant accept credit card. So a few thousands is more than enough. It is wise to carry small
bills such as twenty baht bill or one hundred baht bill rather than a big bill like one thousand.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ลดราคาหน่อยนะคะ/ครับ Lot Ra Kha Noi Na Ka/Krup Lower the price please.
แพงจัง Phaeng Chang Too expensive.
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QUICK TIP

Most hotels have internet service provided with small charge. It is safer to use an internet at the
hotel you stay. Internet café is known for fraud and hackers. If you really need to use an internet,
go for the proper one that has all services provided like a good coffee shop. This type of store
usually has anti-virus and a good server that protects you. Starbucks in Thailand do provide
internet service with small fee too.

QUICK TIP 2

The satang doesn’t take much role when you pay for things. You will encounter with Satang only
when you are in a grocery store, restaurant or place where they calculate tax. And since the unit
is so small, most people ignore Satang.
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Lesson 20: Currency

LESSON NOTES

In this lesson we'll learn about a place crucial to your travels in this modern age: the internet
café! In Thai, Internet Café is as same as the English word but with a slightly different
pronunciation – Internet Café. There are many internet café located throughout the cities, so
finding one shouldn’t be a problem. In this lesson, I’ll guide you through what you need to say in
the internet café.

The internet café in Thailand is a very casual business. There are two major types of internet
café. First one is a proper one where everything is very systematic and operates as a coffee
shop. You can get some good coffee along with a full service of internet and computer. The
second type is a very simple store with a lot of computers installed. This type of internet café is
most of the time cheaper than the first type but does not provide anything much but a computer
and internet. In my suggestion, it would be wise to go to the first type of the internet café as it is
safer.

In Thai, the phrase for “I’d like to use the internet” is  “Kor Chai In ter net Ka” for women and men
say “Kor Chai Inter net Krup”. The first word “Kor” can be translated to “Asking for”, following by
“Chai” which means “Use”. The third word “In Ter Net” is the English word for Internet, followed
by “Ka” or “Krup” to make this phrase more polite. Altogether, this phrase is equivalent to the
phrase “I’d like to use the internet”. All you have to do when you are in the internet café is walk to
the cashier and say this phrase.

Another system critical question for all you laptop-packing world trekkers is "Does this store have
WIFI?" In Thai, women say “Me WIFI Mai Ka?” and men say “Me WIFI Mai Krup?” The first word
“Me” means “Have”, and WIFI is the English word we borrow. “Mai” indicates a question and “Ka”
or “Krup” make it sounds more polite. Altogether, this phrase literally means “Have WIFI?”

And finally here is one more phrase that might prove useful "Password and username please." In
Thai, you may ask for username and password by saying “Kor Username Kup Password Duay
Ka” for women and men say “Kor Username Kup Password Duay Krup”. The first word “Kor”
means “Asking for”, followed by the English word “Username”. The third word “Kup” means “And”
and the Password is the English word, followed by “Duay” is added to make it smoother. “Ka” and
“Krup” is added to make it more polite. Therefore, this phrase is equivalent to the English phrase
“Password and username, please”.
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VOCABULARY

Thai Romanization English
บาท Baht (THB) Baht (THB)
สตางค์ Satang Satang

QUICK TIP

Most hotels have internet service provided with small charge. It is safer to use an internet at the
hotel you stay. Internet café is known for fraud and hackers. If you really need to use an internet,
go for the proper one that has all services provided like a good coffee shop. This type of store
usually has anti-virus and a good server that protects you. Starbucks in Thailand do provide
internet service with small fee too.
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Lesson 21: Internet Cafe
ขอใช้อินเตอร์เน็ทค่ะ/ครับ

LESSON NOTES

Always ask for a lower price when you are buying things at the market. If they price you get
doesn’t sound so promising, walk ahead a little bit then you may find another store selling the
same item. Walking around is always a good idea to compare item and price.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ขอใช้อินเตอร์เน็ทค่ะ/ครับ Kor Chai Internet Ka/Krup I'd like to use the internet

please. (women/men)
มีวายฟายไหมคะ/ครับ Me WIFI Mai Ka/Krup Does this store have WIFI?

(women/men)
ขอยูสเซอร์เนมกับพาสเวิร์ดด้วยค
่ะ/ครับ

Kor Username Kup Password
Duay Ka/Krup

Useraname and password
please. (women/men)

QUICK TIP

Most hotels have internet service provided with small charge. It is safer to use an internet at the
hotel you stay. Internet café is known for fraud and hackers. If you really need to use an internet,
go for the proper one that has all services provided like a good coffee shop. This type of store
usually has anti-virus and a good server that protects you. Starbucks in Thailand do provide
internet service with small fee too.
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Lesson 22: Riding the Bus
รถคันนี้ไปสยามเซ็นเตอร์หรือเปล่าคะ/ครับ

LESSON NOTES

The bus is an important means of transportation. However, before you get on the bus you
probably want to confirm if the bus is going to your destination. We can accomplish this by asking
"Will this bus go to" and then add in a destination. In today’s lesson we’ll use the shopping center
-- Siam Center as a destination.

In Thai, you can simply say the destination without saying the word for station when you are
taking a bus. So in Thai, “Will this bus go to Siam Center?” is “Rot Sai Ni Pai Siam Center Rue
Plao?”. Don’t forget to add “Ka” or Krup” to make it more polite. Therefore, women say “Rot
Sai Ni Pai Siam Center Rue Plao Ka?” and men say “Rot Sai Ni Pai Siam Center Rue Plao
Krup?” The first word “Rot” means “Car”, followed by “Sai” which means “route”. The third word
“Ni” means “this”. The fourth word “Pai” means “Go”. The next word “Siam Center” is a famous
shopping center in Bangkok. The following word “Rue” means “Or” and “Plao” means “No”. It’s a
pretty long phrase, I know. Let’s see what we have. We have “Car” “Route” “This” “Go” “Bangkok”
“Or” “No?” Altogether, this phrase means “This car routes to Siam Center or not?”

Although this phrase is useful in many circumstances, you may want to know a little in advance
if the bus you are about to take is going to the destination you want to go or not. You may ask
someone before you jump into the bus. Simply replace the word “Ni” with “Nai” to ask “Which bus
is going to..”. That means, to ask “Which bus is going to Siam Center?” is “Rot Sai Nai Pai Siam
Center?” Don’t forget to add “Ka” or “Krup”. Therefore, women say “Rot Sai Nai Pai Siam Center
Ka?” and men say “Rot Sai Nai Pai Siam Center Krup?”

Once you have the right bus there are a few things you need to know about riding the bus:

The first thing is when do you pay? In Thailand, once you get into the bus, you will be asked
by the driver or the bus boy to pay. The cost of bus fee will be calculated by the bus boy of the
driver. You simply tell your destination to the bus boy and he will tell you how much. Taking a
bus in Thailand is not expensive if you are going within the same city. It is wise to be prepared by
having some coins or small bills like 20 Baht bill ready.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
รถคันนี้ไปสยามเซ็นเตอร์หรือเปล
่าคะ/ครับ

Rot Sai Ni Pai Siam Center
Rue Plao Ka/Krup?

Will this bus go to Siam
Centre? (female/male)
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Thai Romanization English
รถสายไหนไปสยามเซ็นเตอร์คะ/
ครับ

Rot Sai Nai Pai Siam Center
Ka/Krup?

Which bus is going to Siam
Centre? (male/female)

QUICK TIP

If you have no idea which bus to take, ask Thai people at the bus stop. I really recommend you
ask if the bus is going to the destination you want to go. Public transportation in Bangkok is very
complicated.
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Lesson 23: Riding the Bus 2
ตั๋วไปสุราษฏร์ธานีค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

When traveling long distances in Thailand, the bus can be a cheap way of getting there. In
today's lesson we're going to work on getting a ticket.  In today’s lesson we’ll use Surat Thani our
destination. Let's say the city name once more “Surat Thani”.  This city is located in the Southern
part of Thailand and is well known for its beautiful beaches and famous islands.

In Thai, “Ticket to Surat Thani, please” is “Tua Pai Surat Thani Ka” for women. And men say “Tua
Pai Surat Thani Krup” (PS). The first word “Tua” means “Ticket”, followed by “Pai” means “Go”.
Therefore, “Tua Pai Surat Thani Ka” and “Tua Pai Surat Thani Krup” means “A ticket to Surat
Thani, please”.

Now if you want to buy more than one ticket, for example if you wanted to buy 2 tickets, you can
accomplish this by saying “Tua Pai Surat Thani Song Bai”. Again, “Ka” and “Krup” should be
added to make it sounds polite. Therefore, women say “Tua Pai Surat Thani Song Bai Ka” while
men say “Tua Pai Surat Thani Song Bai Krup”. As you may notice, we add “Song Bai” in this
phrase. The word “Song” means “Two”, followed by “Bai” which is a pronoun for ticket. Therefore,
“Song Bai” means “2 tickets” and this phrase means “2 tickets to Surat Thani, please”.

Bus tickets in Thailand are first come first serve so you may sit anywhere available. However,
some company may provide you a service where you can select your seat right when you buy
your ticket.

Now you might also need to ask "How much is it to your desired destination." For this example,
we'll use the same destination as above. In Thai, “How much is it to Surat Thani?” is “Pai Surat
Thani Thao Rai Ka?” for women while and men say “Pai Surat Thani Thao Rai Krup?”. This
phrase is equivalent to the English phrase “How much is it to Surat Thani?”

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ตั๋วไปสุราษฏร์ธานีค่ะ /ครับ Tua Pai Surat Thani Ka/Krup Ticket to Surat Thani, please.

(women/men)
ตั๋วไปสุราษฏร์ธานีสองใบค่ะ/ครับ Tua Pai Surat Thani Song Bai

Ka/Krup
Two tickets to Surat Thani,
please. (women/men)

ตั๋วไปสุราษฏร์ธานีเท่าไหร่ค่ะ/คร
ับ

Pai Surat Thani Thao Rai Ka/
Krup?

How much is it to Surat
Thani? (women/men)
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QUICK TIP

In Thailand, riding the rails is one of the best ways to get around. If you are traveling from one
province to another, train is probably the most efficient transportation. If you are traveling within
Bangkok, subway or skytrain are also the most recommended way of traveling around the city.

Once on the platform, you may want to confirm the train you're about to board is heading the
right way. So in Thai, “Will this train go to Sa La Daeng station?” is “Rot Fai Sai Ni Pai Sa Tha Ni
Sa La Daeng Rue Plao Ka”. As “Ka” indicates, this phrase is for women. For men, we say “Rot
Fai Sai Ni Pai Sa-Tha Ni Sa La Daeng Rue Plao Krup?” We already learn this phrase from the
previous lesson about taking a bus. You can simply use the same phrase for train station too.
Just replace with the word “Rot Fai” which means “Train” and you are good to go.

Like I mentioned earlier, you can take a train for a trip across country. But if you are traveling
within Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand. You may also want to take a subway and skytrain for
any trip within Bangkok as it is quicker and you don’t have to face the traffic jam.
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Lesson 24: Riding the Rails
รถไฟสายนี้ไปสถานีศาลาแดงหรือเปล่าคะ

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ตั๋วรถไฟไปสถานีศาลาแดงค่ะ/คร
ับ

Tua Pai Sa-Tha Ni Sa La
Daneg Ka/Krup?

Ticket to Sa La Daeng station,
please. (women/men)

รถไฟสายนี้ไปสถานีศาลาแดงหร
ือเปล่าคะ

Rot Fai Sai Ni Pai Sa-Tha Ni
Sa La Daeng Rue Plao Ka/
Krup?

Will this train go to Sa La
Daeng station?” (women/
men)
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Lesson 25: Riding the Train 2
ตั๋วไปกรุงเทพค่ะ/ครับ

LESSON NOTES

Thai people use the word “Rot Fai” for train. However, there are a few types of train in Thailand.
There is the common rail train which travels from one province to another. Another type is
called “Sky train” or “BTS” in which the electric train system  is linked with the subway system in
Bangkok only. The reason we cal it l “Sky train” is because it is as high as a two storey building.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ตั๋วไปกรุงเทพค่ะ/ครับ Tua Pai Krung Thep Ka/Krup Ticket to Bangkok please.

(women/men)
ชั้นหนึ่งปรับอากาศค่ะ/ครับ Chan Nhueng Prab Ah-Kart

Ka/Krup
Air conditioned first class.
(women/men)

ชั้นสองปรับอากาศค่ะ/ครับ Chan Song Prab Ah-Kart Ka/
Krup

Air conditioned second class.
(women/men)
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Lesson 26: Taking a Taxi
ไปจตุจักรค่ะ

LESSON NOTES

In this lesson we'll cover a phrase used to get you to your destination when taking a taxi. We will
look at the most basic way to express this, which is the word “Go” followed by a destination. In
today’s lesson we’ll use “Chatujak” as our destination. Chatujak is known as a weekend market
in Bangkok that sells almost everything you can imagine of. Let’s take a look at what to say to the
taxi driver to get there.

In Thai, “Go to Chatujak” is “Pai Chatujak Ka” for women and men say “Pai Chatujak Krup”. The
word “Pai” simply means “Go” so this phrase literally means “Go to Chatujak, please”.

This is the common way of expressing where you would like to go. Although the taxi driver would
understand if you only say the location you’d like to go. However, saying the complete sentence
is a good practice for language skill.

One more helpful phrase when taking a taxi is "Here is fine." This phrase will allow you to get out
of the taxi whenever and wherever you want.

In Thai, “Here is fine” is “Chort Trong Ni Kor Dai Ka” for women and men say  “Chort Trong Ni
Kor Dai Krup”. The first word “Chort” means “Stop the car”, followed by “Trong Ni” which means
“Here”. The next word “Kor Dai” simply means “fine” and “Ka” or “Krup” is added to make the
phrase more polite. Therefore, altogether this phrase literally means “Stop the care here is fine”.

In Thailand, you are not expected to tip the driver but small change is always appreciated. Taxi
fees in Thailand go by meter. It always starts at 35 baht for the first two kilometers. If you travel
only in Bangkok, it should be just a few hundred maximum. It is wise to have small bills prepared
before you get in the taxi.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ไปจตุจักรค่ะ/ครับ Pai Chatujak Ka/Krup Go to Chatujak, please.

(women/men)
จอดตรงนี้ก็ได้ค่ะ/ครับ Chort Trong Ni Kor Dai Ka/

Krup
Here is fiine. (for women/men)
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QUICK TIP

If you stay in the hotel, it is better to ask for where to buy a specific item from the concierge than
asking from a taxi driver. Taxi drivers in Thailand sometime represents some store so they might
take you to the store where they can get some commission. This means you might end up paying
more than you should.

QUICK TIP 2

In this lesson we will introduce you a phrase that will help you track down the specific something
you’re looking for. Today’s phrase is “Where can I get/buy something.” First we need something,
so let’s use the word “Pon-La Mai” which means “fruit”.

In Thai, “Where can I get/buy fruit?” is “Sue Pon-La Mai Dai Ti Nai Ka?” for women and men say
“Sue Pon-La Mai Dai Ti Nai Krup?”  The first word “Sue” means “Purchase”, followed by “Pon-La
Mai” which means “fruit”. The next word “Dai” means “To gain”, followed by “Ti Nai” which means
“Where at”. Altogether, this phrase is equivalent to the English phrase “Where can I buy fruit?”

Now to ask for a different item, we can just replace the word for power converter with any other
word and the phrase works just fine.

Another phrase that will come in handy is to ask if they sell the item here. Let’s try “Pa Mai” which
means “Silk”. In Thai, to ask “Do you sell silk here?” is “Ti Ni Khai Pa Mai Rue Plao Ka?” for
woman and men say ““Ti Ni Khai Pa Mai Rue Plao Krup?” The first word “Ti Ni” means “This
place”, followed by “Khai” means “Sell”. The next word “Pa Mai” which is “Silk” then followed by
“Rue” means “Or” and “Plao” means “Not”. “Ka” and “Krup” is added to make the phrase more
polite. Altogether, this phrase literally means “Here sell silk or not?”

This phrase will come in handy when you doubt if the store sells the item you are looking for. You
can also use this phrase to ask if Thailand sells a specific item in general. Now that you know
how to form a question. To answer these kinds of question, we will cover it in the future lesson.
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Lesson 27: Where Can I Get...?
ซื้อผลไม้ได้ที่ไหนคะ/ครับ

LESSON NOTES

If you travel to Thailand the first time, it is wise to ask your concierge at the hotel or any of
your friends to write down the address for you in Thai, especially the address you are staying.
Because the name of the location sometime very difficult to pronoun. If the taxi driver gets it
wrong, you might end up somewhere else.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ซื้อผลไม้ได้ที่ไหนคะ/ครับ Sue Pon-La Mai Dai Ti Nai

Ka/Krup?
Where can I buy fruit?
(women/men)

ที่นี่ขายผ้าไหมหรือเปล่าคะ/ครับ Ti Ni Khai Pa Mai Rue Plao
Ka/Krup?

Do you sell silk here?
(women/men)

QUICK TIP

Thailand has so many markets both day and night, week days or weekend. One of the most
famous weekend markets is located in Bangkok – Chatujak market. You can buy almost
everything you can imagine of at this market. Using these phrases introduced in today’s lesson
will help you locate the item you are looking for easily in the Chatujak Market.

QUICK TIP 2

If you stay in the hotel, it is better to ask for where to buy a specific item from the concierge than
asking from a taxi driver. Taxi drivers in Thailand sometime represents some store so they might
take you to the store where they can get some commission. This means you might end up paying
more than you should.
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Lesson 28: Is There a... Near Here?
แถวนี้มีร้านขายเสื้อผ้าไหมคะ

LESSON NOTES

In this lesson we will introduce you to another useful phrase for the place where you can get
that something specific. Today’s phrase is “Is there a specific place near here?” First we need
a place, so let’s use the word “Ran Khai Suea Pha” which means “Apparel shop”. The word
“Ran” means “Store” or “Shop”, followed by “Khai” which means “Sell”. The next word “Suea Pha”
means “Clothing”. Altogether, “Ran Khai Suea Pha” means an “Apparel Shop”.

Now, let’s get to the phrase. In Thai, “Is there an apparel shop near here?” is “Taew Ni Me Ran
Khai Suea Pha Mai Ka?”. This is for woman while men say “Taew Ni Me Ran Khai Suea Pha
Mai Krup?” The first word “Taew Ni” means “This area”, followed by “Me” which means “Have”.
The next word you already know the meaning “Ran Khai Suea Pha” means an “Apparel shop”,
followed by “Mai” which indicates this phrase is a question. “Ka” or “Krup” is added to make the
phrase more polite. Altogether, this phrase literally means “This area has an apparel shop?”

To ask for a different place, we can just replace the word for an apparel shop with any other word
and the phrase works just fine. Let’s try “Ran Ah-Harn” which in Thai means “Restaurant”. In
Thai, “Is there any restaurant near here?” is “Taew Ni Me Ran Ah-Harn Mai Ka?” and “Taew Ni
Me Ran Ah-Harn Mai Krup?”  The only thing that changes is the thing you are looking for. In this
case it’s “Ran Ah-Harn” which means “Restaurant”.

There are other words that might come in handy when you are in a foreign country. If you are
looking for a supermarket, just replace the word in the phrase we just learn with “supermarket”. 
It is very common to find a Thai word is as same as an English word as Thai language sometime
borrows words from English language. Another word is a word for convenience store. The most
common word for the 24 hours convenience store is 7/11. It is a specific brand but you can just
use it when you mean any 24 hours convenience store.

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
แถวนี้มีร้านขายเสื้อผ้าไหมคะ Taew Ni Me Ran Khai Suea

Pha Mai Ka?
Is there an apparel shop near
here? (for women)

แถวนี้มีร้านขายเสื้อผ้าไหมครับ Taew Ni Me Ran Khai Suea
Pha Mai Krup?

Is there an apparel shop near
here? (for men)

แถวนี้มีร้านอาหารไหมคะ Taew Ni Me Ran Ah-Harn Mai
Ka?

Is there a restaurant near
here? (for women)
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Thai Romanization English
แถวนี้มีร้านอาหารไหมครับ Taew Ni Me Ran Ah-Harn Mai

Krup?
Taew Ni Me Ran Ah-Harn Mai
Ka? (for men)

QUICK TIP

To find a specific store for anything, simply put together the words as following “Shop+Sell+Item”
which in Thai is “Ran+Khai+Specific Item”. It works well most of the time although there is some
type of store that has specific name. However, you can use this pattern to form a word for a type
of store you are looking for as Thai people would understand what you mean anyway.
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Lesson 29: Directions
ตรงไป

LESSON NOTES

Thailand is full of beautiful scenery, and there are times when you’ll want to be in the picture or
have everyone in your party in the picture. Therefore, there are times when the question, “Can
you take my picture?” will be invaluable!

In Thailand, “Can you take my picture?” is “Tai Roop Hai Noi Dai Mai Ka” for women and “Tai
Roop Hai Noi Dai Mai Krup” for men. The first word “Tai” means “Take” as in taking picture, the
next word “Roop” means “Picture”. The third word “Hai Noi” means “Please do” and followed by
“Dai Mai” which means “Can” as asking question. “Ka” and “Krup” is added to make the phrase
more polite. Let’s recap a little bit. We have ? Tai roop hai noi dai mai ka" or literally, “Take”
“Picture” “Please do” and “Can?” as a question. Altogether, this phrase is equivalent to “Can you
take picture?” or “Can you take my picture?”

You may realize that I didn’t add “I” or “our” in this phrase. That’s because this phrase itself in
Thai already explains that you are asking someone to take your picture because you can’t do it
by yourself. That means you will be in the picture. Make sense?

In English, before someone takes a picture, the person taking the picture may say, “1, 2, 3.
Cheese.” In Thai, we say “Nhueng, Song, Sam”. If you didn’t skip any of the lesson in the past
then you will realize that this phrase is literally means “One, two, three”. The first word “Nhueng”
means “One”. “Song” means “Two” and “Sam” means “Three”.

So if you’re taking the picture, you’ll say this. And if you having your picture taken, you’ll hear
this!

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ตรงไป Trong Pai Go straight.
เลี้ยวขวา Liao Kwa Turn right.
เลี้ยวซ้าย Liao Sai Turn left.
ตรงไปแล้วเลี้ยวซ้าย Trong Pai Laeo Liao Sai Go straight then turn left.
อยู่ทางขวา Yu Tang Kwa It's on the right.
อยู่ทางซ้าย Yu Tang Sai It's on the left.
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QUICK TIP

The rumor about having your camera stolen by the stranger you ask to take picture for you is real
in many places in Thailand. As in many other countries, always ask someone you know or you
can trust such as government personnel or hotel personnel to hold your camera and take picture
for you.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 30: Can You Take My Picture?
ถ่ายรูปให้หน่อยได้ไหมคะ

PHRASES

Thai Romanization English
ถ่ายรูปให้หน่อยได้ไหมคะ Tai Roop Hai Noi Dai Mai Can you take my picture?
หนึ่ง สอง สาม Nhueng, Song, Sam one, two, three

QUICK TIP

The rumor about having your camera stolen by the stranger you ask to take picture for you is real
in many places in Thailand. As in many other countries, always ask someone you know or you
can trust such as government personnel or hotel personnel to hold your camera and take picture
for you.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Survival Phrases - Thai (Part 1 end)

Hold on! You may be missing out!

Learn more Thai at ThaiPod101.com for FREE!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at

www.ThaiPod101.com/survival1     now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Thai and ThaiPod101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Thai become members of ThaiPod101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special ThaiPod101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Thai Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

More Survival Phrases - Thai!

Continue on with Survival Phrases - Thai (Part 2) Lessons 31-60 available now.

In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:

★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of

★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!

★ Learning Thai using Thai, and making lots of friends in the process

★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path

★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.thaipod101.com/survival1
http://www.thaipod101.com/survival1
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★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!

★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!

★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly

★ Getting the right medicine

★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood

★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts

★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn

Finally, thank you again!

If you have a story to share about how Survival Phrases - Thai helped you with your travels,
business, or personal relationships, we would love to hear about it!

Please e-mail us contactus@survivalphrases.com

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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